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I. INTRODUCTION
The Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) has changed the way the world has been 
operated with. GNSS technology has evolved over the past years and allowed the expansion into 
a wide range of sectors; this is especially true for marine operations, road transportation, and 
traffic monitoring. 

GNSS provides the fastest and most accurate method for any kind of navigation, measure of speed, 
and determining position. This enables increased levels of safety and efficiency for GNSS users 
worldwide 

GNSS technology evolvement pushed the GNSS receiver makers to produce low-cost receiver for 
GPS system and GLONASS system to cover all levels of market needs specially the non 
professional user which present the wide share of GNSS users, 

lately GNSS receiver producers issued a new type of GNSS receiver that is capable of receiving
both operational and popular GNSS system (GPS & GLONASS) and computing the data using
both systems at same time.



The research objectives

Measure the accuracy of low-cost GPS receiver and compare it with the 
accuracy of low-cost GPS/GLONASS receiver, 

 to determine exactly which receiver will be more useful in Egypt by offering 
better ranges of accuracy, repeatability, reliability and accessibility of GNSS 
system, 

 to accomplish that target there was a field test done in Alexandria, which 
consisted of receivers for GPS and GPS/GLONASS and both were low-cost type 
from the same producer. 

 These receivers were attached to a computer to collect positioning data for 24 
hours. 

 Data collected was processed and analyzed with a statistical view to know 
exactly which receiver is more accurate to depend on in the future.



II. GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM 
(GNSS) CONCEPT

Satellite navigation is a technique that any static or mobile user can calculate and determine their
position depending on measuring the range between the user and a number of Satellites orbiting the
earth.

Each Satellite in the constellation transmits a radio signal that can be used by the user equipment to
determine the propagation time,

the propagation time can be converted to range because the radio wave signal travels in a constant
speed (the speed of light).

In addition to that each satellite broadcasts a navigation message that contains all necessary
information to determine the position of the satellite at any moment.

By knowing the satellite position and the range between the satellite and the user, the user's position is
known to be somewhere on the surface of an imaginary sphere with a radius equals the determined
range,

by using anther satellite with its range, the user will be located somewhere on the spheres intersect and
by using third and fourth satellite the position of the user is inferred.



CURRENT AND FUTURE GNSS AND THEIR AUGMENTATION 
SYSTEMS

GLONASS (Russia)        GALILEO (Europe) 

GPS plus ……...        

Compass-Beidou (China)    QZSS (Japan)      IRNSS (India)… and their augmentations:

by 2020 there will be around 120 navigation 
and positioning satellites

a user could receive signals from as many at ten satellites, 

leading to meter-level accuracy, and will certainly develop creative

new uses.



A. GPS overview

The GPS is created and operated by the United States (US) army; GPS provides services of positioning and timing with 
worldwide coverage and 24 / 7 availability. 

The GPS provides the precise positioning service (PPS) to the US military user and allies, and the standard positioning service 
(SPS) for civilian user free of charge.
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Current and Planned GPS Signals Structure

Block II

Block IIA

Block IIR

Block IIRM
Block IIF 

The L1 frequency, transmitted by all GPS satellites,

(C/A) code ranging signal with a N/M

Precision P(Y) code ranging signal with a N/M

new signals designed for civilian use

L2C L5 L1C

Block IIIA
(1st Launch 

2016)

L2 frequency

Most of the new signals will be of 
limited use until they are broadcast 
from 18 to 24 satellites

deliver faster signal acquisition, enhanced 
reliability and greater operating range for 
differential applications.

improve accuracy via ionospheric
correction and robustness via signal 
redundancy

The use of three GPS frequencies may enable 
sub-meter accuracy without augmentations

enable interoperability between GPS and international satellite navigation systems

improve mobile reception in cities and environmental applications



B. GLONASS overview

Currently, the only other fully operational GNSS, 

GLONASS, is developed and maintained by the Russian government. 

It was created in 1976 and has undergone various transformations and restorations. 

Since, in late 2011, the system was restored to its complete capacity of 24 satellites, 
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Source: (Oleynik, 2012)



Current and Planned GLONASS Signals Structure

GLONASS satellites transmit two types of signal: open standard-precision signal L1OF/L2OF, 
and encrypted high-precision signal L1SF/L2SF.

New CDMA signals 

introduced on Glonass-K 

Keeping on transmitting the 

existing FDMA signals



C. GNSS intended level of accuracy

1) GPS position accuracy 

GPS system provides two types of 
services; SPS for civilian user on L1 
signal and PPS signal for military and 
authorized use. 

for civilian user using L1 the GPS signal 
will provide in worst case a pseudo-range 
accuracy of 7.8 meters at a 95% 
confidence level, which is not the same as 
user accuracy because it depends on 
another value which is DOP. 

GLONASS position accuracy

GLONASS system transmits two types of

signals; first signal is open standard-precision

signal for civilian user, and high-precision

signal for military use.

The horizontal accuracy of standard-precision

service within 5–10 meters, vertical accuracy

within 15 meters, all based on measurements

from four first-generation satellites

simultaneously;

newer satellites such as GLONASS-M

improve on this value.



III. FIELD TEST

A field test was carried out for 24 hours stared
at 1200 UTC on 05th of March 2015

to assess stand alone GPS receiver and
GLONASS/GPS receiver by evaluating
availability, accuracy of each,

this test was carried out in Alexandria,

the antennas were placed on the rooftop of
College of Maritime Transport and Technology
(CMTT) in AASTMT Abukir campus,

the position where the test was carried out is
close to Abukir port.
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III. FIELD TEST

The field was prepared by two low-cost
receivers, one standalone GPS and one
GPS/GLONASS receiver.

The receiver's configuration and setting was
elevation mask 10 degrees and Position Dilution
of Precision (PDOP) 6 as a maximum value,

the two receivers were installed on one bar,
and the length of this bar is 1.0 meter.
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B. Data analysis

Index Parameters
UTC Lat Lon Alt (MSL) X Y Z PDOP SVs 

Tracked
SVs 

Used

Unit time date ° ° m m m m

Count 86408 86408 86408 86408 86408 86408 86408 86408 17282 86408

Minimum 11:59:59.690 
03/05/2015

31.312188 30.067597 -87.100 4720085.755 2732583.338 3295500.559 1.3 6 5

Maximum 12:00:02.017 
03/06/2015

31.312852 30.068377 75.400 4720182.892 2732693.876 3295608.100 5.6 12 10

Average 31.312594 30.068020 39.130 4720156.107 2732660.021 3295582.058 2.2 9 8

Deviation 0.000059 0.000054 14.502 9.792 7.190 11.522 0.6 2 1

GPS DATA
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GPS latitude deviation over 24 hours
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The observed GPS data illustrates that the latitude Deviation was 00º00ʹ00.21ʺ 



GPS longitude deviation over 24 hours
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Also the longitude Deviation was 00º00ʹ00.19ʺ 



GPS PDOP histogram

Min. PDOP = 1.3

Mix. PDOP = 5.6

gives average PDOP 2.2
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minimum SIS tracked 6 satellites and maximum 12 satellites 

GPS SIS tracked histogram
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Index Parameters
UTC Lat Lon Alt (MSL) X Y Z PDOP SVs 

Tracked
SVs 

Used
Unit time date ° ° m m m m

Count 86400 86400 86400 86400 86400 86400 86400 86400 17280 86400
Minimum 12:00:00.000 

03/05/2015
31.312557 30.067980 34.300 4720149.146 2732655.071 3295577.543 1.0 13 8

Maximum 12:00:01.000 
03/06/2015

31.312708 30.068073 58.100 4720166.425 2732668.978 3295598.539 2.1 25 21

Average 31.312621 30.068035 42.283 4720156.604 2732662.029 3295586.476 1.4 20 15
Deviation 0.000036 0.000020 4.834 3.574 2.588 4.566 0.2 2 2

GPS/GLONASS DATA
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GPS/GLONASS latitude deviation over 24 hours
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The observed GPS/GLONASS data illustrates that the latitude Deviation was 00º00ʹ00.13ʺ 



GPS/GLONASS longitude deviation over 24 hours
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Also the longitude Deviation was 00º00ʹ00.07ʺ 



GPS/GLONASS PDOP histogram

PDOP obtained is 1.0 and maximum 2.1 and gives average PDOP 1.4 
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GPS/GLONASS SIS tracked histogram

minimum SIS tracked 13 satellites and maximum 25 satellites
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C. Field test outcomes

 GPS scattering in range of 25m most of the 24 

hours of the test

 deviates from 12 m to 24 m for 98.78% of the 

24 hours 

 During nautical twilight the error was close to 

12 m 

 During sunrise the error was close to 24 m  

 During sun set the error from 24 m to 50 m for 

1.22% of 24 hours
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By comparing analysed data from GPS receiver with 

data from GPS/GLONASS receiver and drawing 

scattering graph for both receivers, it was found out that 



GPS/GLONASS scattering in range of 5 m to 

7.5 m most of the 24 hours of the test 

deviates to reach from 7.5 m to 10 m for a few 

minutes of the test period 
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PDOP values are less in GPS/GLONASS receiver than GPS receiver due to the large 
availability of SIS of both systems that doubled the value as a tracked or used SIS 

GPS SIGNAL IN SPACE GPS/GLONASS SIGNAL IN SPACE
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CONCLUSION

This paper measures the level of accuracy of low-cost GPS receiver units and 
the new generation of GNSS receiver unit which has the ability to receive GPS 
system and GLONASS system at the same time and use both systems to calculate 
the position. 

The GPS data was depending on L1 C/A signal only which gives the SPS for 
civilian user while GPS/GLONASS data depends on L1 C/A signal from GPS 
system and L1 C/A from GLONASS system, 

GPS system shows an accuracy in range of 12m to 24m and reached to 50m 
for 17 minutes and 30 seconds during sun set and sun rise using 5 satellites as a 
minimum for 2% of the time and 10 satellites as a maximum for 12% of the time 
and used 7 satellites for 31% of the time 

also PDOP range between 1.5 to 2.5 most of the time and reached 5 during 
sun set while number of satellites tracked at that time was between 6 to 7.
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While GPS/GLONASS receiver unit indicates accuracy between 5m to 7.5m most of the time
and reached 10m for a few minutes through the test period away from sun rise and sun set time
using 8 satellites as a minimum and 21 satellites as a maximum and used 15 satellites for 29% as
of the time

also PDOP range between 1.2 to 1.5 most of the time and reached 2 for 4 minutes and 2.1 for
5 minutes 15 seconds separately during the test period while the number of satellites used at that
time was between 12 to 14,

also deviation value in X axe, Y axe and Z axe in GPS/GLONASS is less than half of the
value in standalone GPS receiver,

it appears that the availability and accuracy benefits of combined GLONASS and GPS
processing become more significant for improvements in accuracy and availability when
GLONASS capability was added to the same receiver with GPS which can make a significant
solution for increasing accuracy and availability by increasing the number of used satellites that
have a direct effect on decreasing PDOP value and also offers higher value for repeatability,
reliability and accessibility of GNSS
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Dual frequency measurements should be carried out using L2C and L5 signal, as almost all 
current GLONASS satellites will transmit civil signals at both L1 and L2. The frequency diversity 
may lead to advantages. Also using signal from other GNSS as the European system Galileo and 
China system BeiDou should be added when they become available. This will increase the 
accuracy and reliability of the navigation solution.
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